1.0 PROCESS OF PROCUREMENT OF 2023 REGISTRATION-DOCUMENTS

1.1 2023 UTME/DE APPLICATION PROGRAMME(S).

1.2 University, Innovaion Enterprise Instuion, Polytechnic/Monotechnic, Nigerian registraon centre by any person for any purpose.

1.3 registers outside these centres does so at his/her own risk.

1.4 Google Play store.

1.5 www.jamb.gov.ng and at JAMB Offices across the country. Anybody who

1.6 credit in mathemacs is required for law,science-based and social science programmes.

1.7 Candidates with any of the following qualificaons may be considered for admission

1.8 A'Level Examinaon awarded by IJMB, Cambridge, JUPEB or Instute of

1.9 Th is process of registration. The unique phone number can be used by one candidate only on the CPU for one applicaon process.

1.10 The application will be submitted at the Branch at whose State and Zonal Offices.

1.11 The system will not permit or process any examinaon without biometric

1.12 Candidate's photograph and biometrics (all the

1.13 iii.Facilies exist in some designated JAMB state offices for self-service for candidates

1.14 Collection of names and prosecuon of such offenders.

1.15 iii.  Facilitaon of Payment through POS, if necessary

1.16 Password should not be released to anyone by the candidates

1.17 iii. COLLECTING THE APPROVED N700 REGISTRATION FEE, N1000 CBT (EXAMINATION)

1.18 Any government, person or organisaon that wishes to distribute free applicaon

1.19 A candidate is to:

1.20 Candidates are warned that the Board does not require nor authorise the services of

1.21 The Board will facilitate the travel.

1.22 ii. Candidates can reset lost or forgoen Profile Password on their registered cell phone

1.23 iii.Facilies exist in some designated JAMB state offices for self-service for candidates

1.24 Collect at no other cost, the reading text.

1.25 Candidates are to:

1.26 Candidates are not permied to register more than one time

1.27 vii. Only candidates whose biometric verificaon is successful on examinaon day

1.28 x. Collect at no other cost, the reading text.

1.29 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

1.30 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

1.31 Only candidates whose biometric verificaon is successful on examinaon day

1.32 The system will not permit or process any examinaon without biometric

1.33 Biometric verification is not required for any further transacon with JAMB on the

1.34 As an example of the importance of the biometric requirement candidates are to:

1.35 No candidate will be allowed to enter the examination hall or for the examination

1.36 vii. The system will not permit or process any examinaon without biometric

1.37 Candidates must present the ePIN and Profile code on the day of the examinaon.

1.38 Candidates must present the ePIN and Profile code on the day of the examinaon.

1.39 iii. Facilitaon of Payment through POS, if necessary

1.40 iv. PROCEDURE FOR REGISTRATION AT THE NINE FOREIGN CENTRES:

1.41 Candidates are to:

2.0 REGISTRATION PERIOD FOR UTME ONLY (Candidates to be valid and functional personal e-mail address before commencing the process)

2.1 The period of registration for UTME candidates including those from Foreign Countries

2.2 The eligibility checker assists candidates with opons of

2.3 By obtaining UTME/DE application

2.4 The Ongoing Examination is and will be held from

2.5 It is important that candidates check the requirements before commencing the

2.6 The ePIN outlets are:

2.7 iii. Facilitaon of Payment through POS, if necessary

2.8 ii. Candidates can reset lost or forgoen Profile Password on their registered cell phone

2.9 One candidate is to:

2.10 The system will not permit or process any examinaon without biometric

2.11 Biometric verification is not required for any further transacon with JAMB on the

2.12 ...as UTME(Examinaon )fee of N2000 (including mock) or N1000 (without mock) are now

2.13 JAMB ePIN SELLING POINTS

2.14 The ePIN outlets are:

2.15 D. JAMB ePIN SELLING POINTS

2.16 ii. Candidates can reset lost or forgoen Profile Password on their registered cell phone

2.17 Scanning the QR Code with a smartphone or lique scan for e-REGISTRATION SIMPLE

2.18 iii. Facilitaon of Payment through POS, if necessary

2.19 iv. PROCEDURE FOR REGISTRATION AT THE NINE FOREIGN CENTRES:

2.20 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.21 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.22 iii. Facilitaon of Payment through POS, if necessary

2.23 iv. PROCEDURE FOR REGISTRATION AT THE NINE FOREIGN CENTRES:

2.24 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.25 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.26 The system will not permit or process any examinaon without biometric

2.27 The system will not permit or process any examinaon without biometric

2.28 iv. PROCEDURE FOR REGISTRATION AT THE NINE FOREIGN CENTRES:

2.29 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.30 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.31 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.32 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.33 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.34 The system will not permit or process any examinaon without biometric

2.35 Biometric verification is not required for any further transacon with JAMB on the

2.36 Candidates must present the ePIN and Profile code on the day of the examinaon.

2.37 As an example of the importance of the biometric requirement candidates are to:

2.38 iii. Facilitaon of Payment through POS, if necessary

2.39 iv. PROCEDURE FOR REGISTRATION AT THE NINE FOREIGN CENTRES:

2.40 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.41 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.42 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.43 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.44 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.45 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.46 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.47 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.48 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.49 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.50 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.51 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.52 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.53 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.54 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.55 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.56 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.57 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.58 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.59 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.60 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.61 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.62 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.63 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.64 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.65 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.66 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.67 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.68 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.69 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of

2.70 Candidates who are blind are to indicate by typing BLIND and also pick the opon of